
Factor that positively 
influence 

communication
Transition work for Y12 H&SC 



Effective communication
For communication be be good (effective) 
there are many things that will affect it. 

These can be the environment – the area/ 
room we are in

or 

interpersonal – how we are with people, 
own own communication skills.



Environmental factors
� The physical environment (room/ building) the 

people are in can have a positive impact on 
communication.

The area should have natural 
light, be accessible by all users 
and have areas for socialising.
The furniture should be 
comfortable but supportive. 
They should face each other to 
make conversation easier.
It should be well heated but 
also have ventilation so the 
residence are at a constant 
temperature.
The area should be bright and 
clean.



Positive impact on 
communication?

How does the environment have a positive impact on communication?

The communal areas can be used for different activities these could be small 
groups, one to one or large group conversations.

The area should be well ventilated not too hot or too cold, this will allow the 
residence to feel comfortable and more likely to listen to each other.

The area should have minimal noise, this well help all residence to hear what 
is being said, especially if they have hearing loss or wear a hearing aid. 

There should be minimal background noise from the TV/ radio or others near 
by this will help the resident to focus on the conversation rather than hearing 
others around them.

The room should be well lit so that they can see facial expressions of each 
other which will often help them understand what is being said or the 
emotion that goes with the conversation.



Layout of the room
Look at the picture what is good about how it is set 
up?



Positive factors about the 
room

� The room is well decorated with pale colours on the walls making this a calm area. 

� The furniture is matching making it look nice to sit in with comfortable chairs.

� There are areas of seating which allows small groups of people to sit together and 
there are other areas with fewer chairs if people wish to be alone.

� The chairs can be moved to enable more or less people to join the group.

� There are large window which look out to a nice view and also let in natural light, 
which makes people feel happier.

� There are book shelves for people to choose from.

� Several large lights around the room to ensure the room is bright and well lit during 
the evening or if it is a dark day.

� Carpet and curtains to absorb sounds and cut down on background noise.



Position of chairs 
This room is set out for 
a large group of people 
all are facing inwards in 
a horseshoe shape so 
they can clearly see 
each other.

This room is set out for a small 
group of people but still all the 
chairs face each other. 



A sense of belonging 
� When all of the chairs face each other no one is left 

out of the conversation this gives everyone a sense 
of belonging and they will feel valued.

� No one has their back to anyone else

� There is plenty of room for everyone to move 
around even with aids such as a stick or a walking 
frame.

� There are also tables for people to put drinks or 
personal items like a phone on.



One to one meetings
� There will be times 

when residents 
need a one to one 
meeting with a 
doctor or to discuss 
their care plan a 
smaller area should 
be used away from 
noises and 
distractions.



Interpersonal factors
�Relationships

�Personal space

�Respecting differences in culture

�Body language

�Active listening



Relationships
� The nature of a relationship can have a big impact on the 

individual and the care they receive. 

� Relationships are built on respect

� Caring supportive interaction can be positive for 
communication.

� It is important that the resident feels valued, understood, 
listened to & respected. 

� It is important to see things from other peoples viewpoints. 

A good relationship will be an essential part of communication-
we talk/ listen to  to people we like and respect!



Personal space
� It is important to respect individuals personal space.

� Some people need more space to allow them to 
relax especially if they are anxious or nervous.

� Getting to close (in their personal space) can cause 
individuals to feel threatened .

It is important to be professional and supportive whilst 
not crowding or over whelming others.



Respecting difference in 
culture

� It is important to know cultural differences when 
communicating

� In Asian culture pointing is considered rude

� As individuals we are all different and should all be 
treated differently.



Body language
Body language shows how we feel:

� Cross arms – defensive

� Rolling eyes – bored

� Smile – welcoming and interested

� Eye contact – shows you are listening

Body language can have a big impact on 
communication both positively and negatively. 



Active listening 
For this to be effective the listener needs to:

Understand

Interpret

Evaluate 

Show empathy

Use open questions

Reflect the feelings of others

Active listening is an important form of communication, it is 
built on trust and respect.



An example of active 
listening

� It may help a GP to fully understand a patient’s 
concerns about taking their medication for a long 
period of time. The GP may then be able to explain 
to the patient the benefits of continuing to take their 
medication to help with their health condition.



SOLER theory
This theory was developed by Gerard Egan. And sets out the 
techniques for active listening:

S – Sit squarely to the individual, at 5 o’clock, so you not in their 
personal space.

O- Open posture- no crossed arms or legs this appears defensive.

L –Lean slightly forward, this shows interest

E- Eye contact, not staring as this makes them feel uncomfortable 
but looking in their direction to show that you are interested.

R- Relax- keep a relaxed posture this will encourage the other 
person to feel relaxed too.



Task
1. Design a care home environment.

Remember to think about:

Layout 

Furniture to use

Flooring to use

Large and small group areas.

2. Write up a report stating why you chose this layout and 
how it can have a positive impact on communication.

Look back at the points 
earlier in the power point
Make sure you include all 

the main points.
Your design can be basis 
and just boxes drawn with 
labels to say what they are. 



Example

Chairs all 
facing each 
other 

Table and chairs for 
creative activities/ 

puzzles/ eating 

Smaller area for one to 
one conversations

Carpet on the floor
Curtains on all 
windows 

Large windows looking out over the garden area.


